
Teleca expands Obigo® with camera applications

Teleca and Scalado today announced that Scalado’s mobile imaging solution CAPS will
be integrated with Obigo®, Teleca’s world-leading application software suite for mobile
phone manufacturers.

By integrating Scalado’s mobile imaging solution with Obigo, Teleca will be able to provide
handset manufacturers with state-of-the-art camera applications. The integration of the CAPS
(Camera phone Application Platform Suite) solution with Obigo, allowing for cross-triggering
functions involving other Obigo applications, significantly improves the user’s experience of for
instance the multimedia messaging (MMS) client.

The CAPS solution works with both simple camera phones and more advanced ones. Patented
technology makes the solution very fast. Users may take pictures of high resolution and manage
them without large requirements on memory. Functions include everything from simple tasks,
such as taking and storing pictures, to more sophisticated applications, such as zooming, a
number of frames and filters, picture editing and photo albums.

“Scalado has been developing the imaging solution CAPS over the past two years in order to
optimise digital camera applications for mobile phones. Mobile phone manufacturers are most
interested in the solution, and some of the leading manufacturers are customers already,”
comments Mats Jacobson, CEO of Scalado. “We are looking forward to working closely with
Teleca and its licensees to help create innovative solutions for mobile multimedia and further
stimulate the demand for mobile phones based on Obigo.”

“Our co-operation with Scalado will make our product portfolio even more comprehensive,” said
Joakim Nydemark, Managing Director of Teleca Mobile Technologies AB. “Obigo licensees will
benefit from image media support that can be launched faster, and consumers will be rewarded
with an improved user interface experience.”

Thanks to the architecture of Obigo, no further integration is required in order to add more
functionality once the framework is in place. Vendors will benefit from a shorter time to market
and lower development costs. The pre-integrated and tested technology also lowers commercial
risk.

For more information please contact:
• Joakim Nydemark, Managing Director, Teleca Mobile Technologies AB,

joakim.nydemark@tmt.teleca.com, mobile +46 706 35 16 09
• Mats Jacobson, CEO, Scalado AB,mats.jacobson@scalado.com,

mobile +46 733 11 82 28

Teleca is an international IT services company focused on R&D that develops and integrates
advanced software and information technology solutions. With in-depth expertise in the latest
technology and profound industrial knowledge, Teleca helps technology- and software-intensive
customers worldwide to strengthen their market position and shorten their time to market. The
company has more than 2,700 employees with operations in 15 countries in Asia, Europe and
USA. Teleca is quoted on the Attract40 list of Stockholmsbörsen (Stockholm stock exchange).
www.teleca.com
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Obigo® is a world-leading software for mobile phones and other mobile devices. The product
suite is based on open standards and contains applications that include browsing, messaging,
content management, digital rights management and security. The applications execute within
the Obigo Framework, which is OS, hardware and network independent. The architecture
enables simple integration of applications from partners, such as games, Mobile SVG, video
playback, as well as instant messaging and presence services (IMPS).
www.obigo.com
Obigo® is a registered trademark of Teleca.

Scalado is a Swedish mobile imaging software company that develops and licenses software
that manages mobile images. Scalado’s business mission is to enhance the imaging
functionality in mobile devices by developing and delivering new technologies and platforms.
The company’s vision is to become the leading imaging platform provider for the wireless
industry worldwide. All Scalado products are based on patented or patent pending digital
imaging technology. Scalado is a Symbian Platinum Partner.
Scalado was founded in 2000 and has its office in Lund, Sweden. The company’s principal
shareholders are Olicom A/S, Teknoseed AB and the company’s founders.
For more information, please visit www.scalado.com


